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Programme

CHAIR: Paul Rübig, MEP and STOA Chairman

MODERATOR: Rosario Rizzuto, University of Padua, Italy

15.00 WELCOME

Mairead McGuinness, MEP and Vice-President responsible for STOA

15.20 SETTING THE STAGE

An introduction by David Nutt, Imperial College London, UK

15.30 KEYNOTE SPEECH & CONVERSATION

Thomas Südhof, School of Medicine, Stanford University, USA, in
conversation with Elena Becker-Barroso, Editor-in-Chief, The Lancet
Neurology

16.30 Q&A SESSION

Questions from the audience and social media

16.50 CONCLUSIONS

Reflections by David Nutt, Imperial College London, UK

16.55 CLOSING REMARKS

Eva Kaili, MEP and First STOA Vice-Chair

17.00 - 17:30 DRINKS RECEPTION
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Thomas Christian Südhof, Nobel Prize in Medicine 2013

The Annual Lecture represents the high point of STOA's annual activities and gives
an opportunity for MEPs, officials, scientists and the wider public to listen to
eminent scientists, often Nobel Prize laureates. For this year's Annual Lecture, STOA
is delighted to welcome Professor Thomas Christian Südhof, winner of the Nobel
Prize in Medicine 2013, as a keynote speaker.

Professor Südhof’s keynote speech will be followed by a conversation with Elena
Becker-Barroso, Editor in Chief of The Lancet Neurology, and later he will be
available for Q&A with the wider public. You can join the conversation on Twitter
by using #brainlecture2014 to put a question to Professor Südhof yourself.

Neurotransmission: A brief overview

Neurons are individual cellular units of the brain and for a person to think, act, or
feel, the neurons in his or her brain must communicate successfully. Communication
occurs through specialised junctions, called synapses, which allow neurons to
exchange information between each other in a matter of milliseconds.

The diagram below outlines the fundamental process by which synapses
communicate with each other. When stimulated, the presynaptic neuron releases a
chemical neurotransmitter that diffuses across the synaptic cleft from the
presynaptic membrane. When this reaches the postsynaptic receptor cells (in the
postsynaptic membrane) it triggers a reaction. The nervous signal is then transmitted
onwards.
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Thomas Christian Südhof: A life of research

Having grown up in Germany, but then moving to the USA in 1983, Thomas Südhof
began work in the laboratory of two joint-winners of the 1985 Nobel Prize in
Medicine for research into the regulation of cholesterol metabolism, Michael Brown
and Joseph Goldstein. Scientific curiosity encouraged Professor Südhof to switch his
focus to neuroscience however, as he explained in a recent interview:

“When I started, nothing was known about synapses, except that they
communicated via the release of a chemical transmitter that then was
recognized by postsynaptic receptors…it seemed to me that understanding how
this works would have tremendous effects on our understanding of how the
brain works”.

For almost 30 years Thomas Südhof’s research has focused on how synapses form
and how they achieve the rapid signalling that forms the basis for all information
processing by the brain. This work has opened up the field of neuroscience and
contributed greatly to our knowledge of the central nervous system.

Increasing evidence is linking impairments in synaptic transmission to diseases such
as Alzheimer’s, autism and other related disorders. Professor Südhof’s research
investigates potential molecular mechanisms that may contribute to the aetiology of
such conditions.

As for his future work; from his previous comments on the importance of new
knowledge, we also have a glimpse of Professor Südhof’s personal scientific
philosophy:

“The culture I grew up in put an enormous value on the intrinsic importance
of knowledge and truth, and I feel that has become devalued over the last
decades. I think that I would be interested in an advocacy role…although
there’s much we don’t know, we must also discuss, understand, promote, and
ask new questions.”
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Technology options assessment in the European Parliament

The Science and Technology Options Assessment (STOA) Panel is an official body of
the European Parliament. Launched in 1987, STOA is tasked with identifying, and
carrying out independent assessments of the impact of real and emerging
technological trends and innovations.

The goal of its work is to assist, with independent information, the Members of the
European Parliament (MEPs) in developing options for long-term, strategic policy-
making.

The STOA Panel

The STOA Panel consists of 15 MEPs nominated from the six permanent
parliamentary committees AGRI (Agriculture & Rural Development), EMPL
(Employment & Social Affairs), ENVI (Environment, Public Health & Food Safety),
ITRE (Industry, Research & Energy), TRAN (Transport & Tourism) and IMCO
(Internal Market & Consumer Protection). Ms Mairead McGuinness MEP is the
European Parliament Vice-President responsible for STOA. The STOA Chairman, for
the first half of the 8th legislature, is Paul Rübig with Eva Kaili and Evžen
Tošenovský elected as 1st and 2nd Vice-Chairpersons.

The STOA approach

STOA fulfils its mission primarily by carrying out science-based projects. Whilst
undertaking these projects, STOA assesses the widest possible range of options to
support evidence-based policy decisions. A typical project investigates the impacts of
both existing and emerging technology options and presents these in the form of
studies and options briefs. These are publicly available for download via the STOA
website: http://www.europarl.europa.eu/stoa/. Alongside its production of 'hard
information', STOA communicates its findings to the European Parliament, by
organising public events throughout the year.

Areas of focus

The areas of focus for STOA are varied and are designed to cover as wide a range of
scientific and technological topic areas as possible, such as: nano-safety; e-
Democracy; bio-engineering; smart energy grids; responsible research & innovation;
sustainable agriculture and several health topics.
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The Nobel Prize: A brief history

The Nobel Prize is named after Alfred Nobel, born on 21 October in 1883 in
Stockholm. His family traced its roots to Olof Rudbeck, a celebrated inventor,
engineer and scientific mind in Sweden in the 18th century. After facing bankruptcy,
the Nobel family then moved to Russia whereupon Alfred was found to be a gifted
linguist, speaking and writing in Swedish, Russian, French, English and German by
the age of 17.

Alfred Nobel soon turned his attention towards a study of science, working in Paris
under Professor TJ Pelouze, a famous chemist of the time. A life-changing moment
came however when Nobel met an Italian chemist, Ascania Sobrero, who only three
years earlier had invented a substance called nitro-glycerine. At the time it was
considered too dangerous to be of any practical use but, sensing an opportunity,
Nobel worked with his father to refine the substance and use it in the construction
industry.

Eventually the subsequent invention of dynamite transformed Alfred Nobel's
fortunes and resulted in his amassing of a significant fortune. Upon his death in
1863, his will caused much controversy amongst Nobel's family and throughout
Sweden, due to the inclusion of the following passage:

"...The whole of my remaining realizable estate shall be dealt with in the following
way: the capital, invested in safe securities by my executors, shall constitute a fund,
the interest on which shall be annually distributed in the form of prizes to those who,
during the preceding year, shall have conferred the greatest benefit to mankind."

The Nobel Prize was finally established in 1901 and a specific award has been made
ever since for work in the fields of Physiology or Medicine. Responsibility for
making this award lies with the Karolinska Institutet in Sweden which first awarded
the uniquely-designed prize to Emil Adolf von Behring for his work on serum
therapy and its use in the treatment of diptheria.

The audience at this year's Annual Lecture will hear from the 2013 winner of the
Nobel Prize in Medicine. However it is interesting to note that the winners of the
2014 Prize were also chosen from the field of neuroscience. John O'Keefe, May-Britt
Moser and Edvard I. Moser were awarded the prize for their work in discovering the
brain's 'inner GPS'.
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Speaker Biographies

Mairead McGuinness MEP

Vice-President responsible for STOA

Mairead McGuinness is Vice-President of the European
Parliament with responsibility for STOA.

Mairead's role as Vice-President also includes
overseeing the European Parliament's Information
Policy, Press and Citizens Relations and she plays a
leading role in the area of Children's Rights as a
Mediator in certain cases on behalf of the Parliament.

Mairead is an economist, specialising in agriculture and
food, serving on the European Parliament Committees

on Agriculture and Rural Development, and on Environment, Public Health and
Food Safety.

Voted MEP of the Year for agriculture 2011 by her colleagues in the Parliament, she
majors on the future shape of agriculture and rural development, global
development policy, the environment and food safety and security. She was the
author of a report, endorsed by the European Parliament, on the future of the
Common Agricultural Policy and Global Food Security.

She chaired the Parliament’s inquiry into the demise of Equitable Life which
collapsed with thousands of pensioners losing out on their investments. The report,
which led to a compensation scheme being set up by the British Government,
pointed to weak financial regulation long before the current financial crisis emerged.

She works with Inter-Party Groups in the Parliament on Disability and Children’s
Rights, raising the plight of children and young adults, particularly those with
disabilities in orphanages in Eastern Europe.

In May 2014 Mairead was elected to the European Parliament for the third time.
Prior to becoming an MEP she was a well-known journalist, broadcaster and
commentator.
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Paul Rübig MEP

Chairman of STOA

Paul Rübig has recently been elected
as the STOA Chairman for the first
half of the European Parliament's 8th
legislature.

He previously served as Chairman
from 2009-2012 and as First Vice-
Chairman from 2012-2014.

Paul Rübig, born in Upper Austria, has been a member of the European Parliament
since 1996 and belongs to the European People's Party (EPP).

He is the owner of an Austrian blacksmith company and has a degree in Business
Administration, Marketing and Production Engineering from the University of Linz,
Upper Austria. He is married and has two children.

Paul Rübig is full member of the Committee on Industry, Research and Energy and
of the Committee on Budgets. He is Vice-Chair of the Delegation for relations with
the Korean Peninsula and substitute member of the Delegation for relations with
Switzerland, Norway and of the EU-Iceland Joint Parliamentary Committee.

He is also a substitute member of the European Economic Area (EEA) Joint
Parliamentary Committee. Furthermore, Paul Rübig is a substitute member in the
Committee on Development.

Paul Rübig is very active in the field of the small-scale business promotion. He is
president of SME Global, a working group of the International Democrat Union
(IDU), whose objective it is to support small and medium-sized enterprises (SME)
and to improve their business environment.
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Thomas Christian Südhof

School of Medicine, Stanford University, USA

Thomas Christian Südhof was born in
Göttingen in 1955. He is a German-
American biochemist well-known for his
study of synaptic transmission.

Currently, he is a professor in the School of
Medicine, Department of Molecular and
Cellular Physiology, and, by courtesy, in
the Department of Neurology and the
Department of Psychiatry and Behavioural
Sciences, at Stanford University.

He is the co-awardee of the 2013 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine (with James
Rothman and Randy Schekman) for work on vesicle trafficking.

Südhof spent his childhood in Göttingen and Hannover. He studied medicine at
Aachen University, and then at the University of Göttingen, where, in 1982, he
obtained his M.D.

He got a taste for neuroscience when he worked for his doctoral degree at the Max-
Planck-Institute for Biophysical Sciences under Victor P. Whittaker, a pioneer in
neurochemistry.

Südhof moved to the United States in 1983, where he began postdoctoral training in
the department of molecular genetics at the University of Texas (UT) Health Science
Center in Dallas, under the supervision of Professors Brown and Goldstein.

There, Südhof cloned the gene for the receptor of LDL (low-density lipoprotein), a
particle in the blood that transports cholesterol. Moreover, his work identified the
sequence that mediates the regulation of the LDL receptor gene expression by
cholesterol. While Südhof was in their laboratories, Brown and Goldstein won the
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1985 for their discoveries related to the
regulation of cholesterol metabolism.

In 1986, UT Southwestern offered Südhof the opportunity to start his own
laboratory. He began his inquiry into the presynaptic neuron. At the time, what
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scientists mainly knew about the presynaptic neuron was that calcium ions stimulate
the release of neurotransmitters from membrane-bound sacs called vesicles into the
synapse, in a process that takes less than a millisecond.

This release involved fusion of the vesicles with the plasma membrane, but how
such fusion occurs, and how it is triggered by calcium was unknown. Südhof
decided to try to answer these questions.

In 2008, Südhof moved to Stanford University and is currently Professor of
Molecular & Cellular Physiology, Psychiatry and Neurology. He ascribes his powers
of analysis and concentration to boyhood lessons with his bassoon teacher.

Research Activities
Thomas Südhof is interested in how synapses are formed and function during
development and in the adult. His work focuses on the role of synaptic cell-adhesion
molecules in influencing synapse properties, on pre- and post-synaptic mechanisms
of membrane traffic, and on impairments in synapse formation and function in
neuropsychiatric disorders.

To address these questions, Südhof's laboratory employs approaches ranging from
biophysical and biochemical studies to the physiological and behavioural analyses of
mutant mice and the in vitro derivation of human neurons.

When stimulated, a pre-synaptic neuron releases a chemical messenger – called a
neurotransmitter – across a synapse, a small gap between the cells in the brain. Then,
a post-synaptic neuron absorbs the message and conveys it to subsequent neurons.
For decades, the majority of neuroscientists focused their research on post-synaptic
neurons. But throughout his career, Südhof has studied the pre-synaptic neuron.

His collective findings have contributed much to our current understanding of how
a presynaptic neuron releases neurotransmitters and, more recently, how synapses
form. His work has also revealed the role of pre-synaptic neurons in psychiatric
illnesses, such as autism.

Südhof’s work revealed that fusion of the synaptic vesicles, the small sacs filled with
neurotransmitters, involves an obligatory protein (Munc18-1), which acts in
conjunction with a so-called SNARE protein that supports Munc18-1. Strikingly, the
function of Munc18-like and SNARE-type proteins generally applies to most fusion
reactions in biology, not only to synapses.
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More importantly, Südhof’s work dealt with how calcium controls fusion at the
synapse. He showed that calcium binds to synaptotagmin proteins, thereby
stimulating synaptotagmins to trigger rapid neurotransmitter release.

Südhof’s work revealed that synaptotagmins also act as universal calcium sensors in
non-neuronal cells (for example for release of hormones in non-neuronal cells).

In more recent studies, Südhof's work examined how pre- and post-synaptic
proteins form physical connections during synapse formation. Specifically, he
identified proteins on pre-synaptic neurons (called neurexins) and proteins on the
postsynaptic neuron (called neuroligins and LRRTMs) that come together and bind
to each other across the synaptic cleft.

There are many types of neurexins and neuroligins, and the pairing of any two helps
create the properties of a synapse and the wide variability in the types of
connections in the brain.

The coming together of neurexin and neuroligin at the synapse is very important for
normal brain function. Alterations in these proteins impairs the brain's chemistry, as
uncovered in recent human genetics studies showing that mutations in neurexin or
neuroligin genes can cause schizophrenia or autism. Südhof has shown that these
mutations, when introduced into mice, change the properties of synapses and impair
neurotransmission.

His current studies aim to clarify how neurexins, neuroligins and other proteins
control synapse formation and synapse function, and how they mediate synapse
remodeling during learning or other adaptive changes of the brain.

Progress in such studies will help our understanding on how the brain is wired
normally, and how such wiring becomes impaired in neuropsychiatric diseases.
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David Nutt

Department of Neuropsychopharmacology, Imperial College London, UK &
President of the European Brain Council

David Nutt is currently the Edmond J. Safra Professor of
Neuropsychopharmacology and director of the
Neuropsychopharmacology Unit in the Division of
Experimental Medicine at Imperial College London.

After completing his psychiatric training in Oxford, he
continued there as a lecturer and then Wellcome Senior
Fellow in psychiatry. He then spent two years as Chief of
the Section of Clinical Science in the National Institute of
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism in NIH, Bethesda, USA.
On returning to England in 1988 he set up the
Psychopharmacology Unit in Bristol University before moving to Imperial College
London in December 2008 to lead a similar group with a particular focus on brain
imaging, especially PET.

He is currently Chair of the Independent Scientific Committee on Drugs (ISCD) and
President of the European College of Neuropsychopharmacology (ECNP), President
of the European Brain Council, President-elect of the British Neuroscience
Association and a member of the International Centre for Science in Drug Policy. In
addition, he has edited the Journal of Psychopharmacology for over a decade.

He was the clinical scientific lead on the 2004/5 UK Government Foresight initiative
“Brain science, addiction and drugs” that provided a 25-year vision for this area of
science and public policy and in 2006 he was Director of Bristol Neuroscience.

He broadcasts widely to the general public both on radio and television including a
recent BBC Horizon on drug harms and their classification. He also lectures widely
to the public as well as to the scientific and medical communities.
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Elena Becker-Barroso

The Lancet Neurology

Elena Becker-Barroso has been the Editor-in-Chief of
The Lancet Neurology since 2012. She joined the
journal in 2005 as a Senior Editor, and became Deputy
Editor in 2009.

Elena graduated with a BSc in biology, and received a
doctorate in molecular biology from the Universidad
de Salamanca (Salamanca, Spain) in 1997. She
completed her postdoctoral training at the Skirball
Institute for Biomolecular Medicine (New York
University, New York, USA), from 1998 to 2001.

In 2002, she moved to London in the UK to work as a research fellow for the Medical
Research Council (MRC), at the MRC Centre for Developmental Neurobiology.
Elena’s doctoral studies and postdoctoral work focused on neuronal signal
transduction pathways mediated by neurotransmitters and receptors in the central
nervous system.

After completing a Diploma in Science Communication from Birkbeck College
(University of London, London, UK) in 2005, she joined The Lancet Neurology
editorial team.

Launched in 2002, The Lancet Neurology is now firmly established as the leading
academic publication in clinical neurology and a major forum for the brain health
community worldwide.

The journal publishes original research articles that advocate change, or illuminate
neurological clinical practice, in Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias,
movement disorders, stroke, epilepsy, headache, multiple sclerosis, and
neurodegenerative and other brain diseases.

The Lancet Neurology also publishes interesting and informative reviews,
comments, news and editorials on any topic connected with neurology, from basic
neuroscience to public health policies that may affect people with brain disease.
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Eva Kaili MEP

First Vice-Chairman of STOA

Eva Kaili is Member of the European
Parliament (2014-2019), head of the Greek
S&D Delegation (PASOK/Elia) in the
European Parliament, ITRE representative on
the STOA Panel and 1st STOA Vice-Chair.

Eva Kaili was elected four times (2004-2012)
with the Panhellenic Socialist Movement
(PASOK). For the past ten years, she has
worked as a newscaster for MEGA Channel,

an advisor on International Relations of Group DemCo, Alpha Tv and a
communication advisor of the PanHellenic Pharmaceutical Union.

She has also been an advisor on International Relations and Greek products exports
and held the position of Director of the Centre of Equality and Equal Opportunities.

She holds a bachelor degree in Architecture and Civil Engineering, and postgraduate
studies in European Politics. Currently, she is conducting her PhD in International
Political Economy. In the European elections of 2014, Ms Kaili was elected, ranked-
first, with the political scheme of 'Elia', and she is a Member of the European
Socialists and Democrats (S&D).

Eva Kaili chairs the Delegation for relations with the NATO Parliamentary Assembly
(DNAT), and is a member of the Committee Industry, Research and Energy (ITRE),
as well as a member of the Committee on Petitions (PETI).

She is also a substitute member of the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
(ECON) and a member of the Subcommittee on Security and Defence (SEDE).
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Rosario Rizzuto

Department of Biomedical Sciences, University of Padua, Italy

Rosario Rizzuto, MD PhD, is Professor of General
Pathology, Director of the Department of Biomedical
Sciences and member of the University Senate of the
University of Padua (Italy).

He became Lecturer in Padua in 1992, then Professor
in Ferrara in 1998 (where he was Director of the Emilia
Romagna Genetics and Biotechnology network, Dean
of the Pharmacy School and member of the University
Senate). In 2008, he returned to the University of
Padua, as Professor of the Medical Faculty.

His research interests have been centered on the study of cellular signalling, with
special focus on intracellular calcium homeostasis. He developed an innovative
methodology, organelle targeting of recombinant luminescent (aequorin, luciferase)
and fluorescent proteins, that allowed novel insight in the fields of calcium
signalling, cellular metabolism and organelle morphology.

He has identified the mitochondrial calcium uniporter (MCU), a fundamental
component of the cellular calcium signalling machinery yet to be discovered. This
has opened the molecular era of mitochondrial Ca2+ homeostasis combining
molecular insight into the structure/function relationship of MCU and its regulators,
with the possibility of manipulating mitochondrial Ca2+ handling in cultured cells
and animal models. The final goal is to clarify its role in the physiological regulation
of tissues and in the pathogenesis of the most prevalent human diseases
(neurodegenerative disorders, ischemic heart disease, cancer).

Rosario Rizutto has published more than 200 peer-reviewed papers. His work is
funded by the EU (ERC Ideas), charities (AIRC, Telethon), state agencies (FIRB,
Health Ministry) and bank foundations (Cariparo, Cariplo). He is member of the
Academia Europaea and EMBO. He was awarded the Chiara D’Onofrio prize, the
Biotec award, the Theodor Bucher medal and the Antonio Feltrinelli Prize.
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The European Research Council (ERC)

As a flagship component of Horizon 2020, the ERC's activities channel funds into
new and promising fields of science and innovation, introducing a level of
innovative agility that is not always possible to achieve with funding schemes
operating on a national level.

This year STOA has invited three ERC-funded researchers to join the event's
discussion. These young researchers have recently received a starting grant for
research in the field of neuroscience.

A non-traditional approach to funding

The ERC operates in a different manner to typical research funding bodies, not least
because applications can be made by researchers in any field of research. The sole
criterion upon which ERC grants are judged is stated as 'scientific excellence' and the
range of applicants is wide as independent researchers of any age, and at any stage
in their career, can apply. This approach, often described as 'investigator-driven' or
'bottom-up', affords researchers the freedom to identify new opportunities in a wide
range of research fields.

Pushing the boundaries - 'frontier research'

The term 'frontier research' has been applied to the activities of the ERC as its
funding is primarily directed towards fundamental advances in science at, and
beyond, the current 'frontiers' of knowledge. Today, the distinction between 'basic'
and 'applied' types of research has become unclear as newly emerging areas of
science often contain elements of both. The term 'frontier research' has three central
concepts: i) 'basic' research has important economic and social implications;
ii) research carried out at the frontiers of current knowledge is risky; iii) frontier
research is characterised by an inherent lack of scientific disciplinary boundaries.

Funding for the future

The ERC's scientific funding strategy and methodologies are defined by the
'Scientific Council', its governing body. This acts on behalf of the wider scientific
community in Europe. The ERC Executive Agency implements and manages ERC
operations with a total budget of €13.1 billion for 2014-2020.
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ERC recipients present at the Annual Lecture 2014

Carmen Ruiz de Almodóvar, University of Heidelberg

Research focus
Molecular and cellular mechanisms of the neurovascular link.

Biography
1994-1999: University of Granada, Spain, Biochemistry Degree
1999-2004: PhD in Biochemistry and Molecular Biology,
Institute of Parasitology and Biomedicine, Granada, Spain
2004-2011: Postdoctoral fellow at the Vesalius Research Center, VIB-KU Leuven
Jan-April 2011: Visiting scientist at Genentech, San Francisco, CA, USA
June 2011: Junior Group Leader, BZH, University of Heidelberg

Julien Valette MIRCen, CEA, Fontenay-aux-Roses, France

Research focus
New NMR spectroscopy methods in vivo to quantify neurons and
astrocytes structure, energetics and intercellular cycling.

Biography
1999-2002: Ecole Centrale Paris, engineering degree
2003-2006: PhD, Service Hospitalier Frédéric Joliot, Commissariat

à l’Energie Atomique (CEA), Orsay, France
2006-2007: Postdoc, Center for Magnetic Resonance Research, Minneapolis, USA
2007-2009: Scientific project leader, NeuroSpin, CEA, Saclay, France
2013: Manager of the NMR platform, and Leader of the NMR spectroscopy group,
MIRCen, CEA, Fontenay-aux-Roses, France

Joris de Wit, VIB Center for the Biology of Disease KU Leuven

Research focus
To understand the molecular mechanisms that controls the
formation and maintenance of synaptic connections, under
normal and pathological conditions.

Biography
2004: PhD, Netherlands Institute for Brain Research, Amsterdam
2004-2006: Postdoc, Center for Neurogenomics Cognitive Research, The Netherlands
2006-2010: Postdoc, University of California San Diego (UCSD)
2010-2012: Assistant Project Scientist, University of California San Diego (UCSD)
2013: VIB Group Leader, VIB Center for the Biology of Disease KU Leuven
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Previous STOA Annual Lectures 2003-2013

Pictures and details of keynote speakers from previous Annual Lectures, from 2003 –
2013, are listed below.

Sustaining sustainability. Making economics work for the global environment -
12 November 2013

Ismail Serageldin, Director of Bibliotheca
Alexandrina & former Vice-President of the

World Bank (pictured)

Achim Steiner, Executive Director of the
United Nations Environment Programme

Hans Bruyninckx, Executive Director of the
European Environment Agency

Unlocking the mysteries of the universe at CERN - 27 November 2012

François Englert,

Professor Emeritus, Université Libre de
Bruxelles (pictured, left side)

Peter Higgs,

Professor Emeritus, University of
Edinburgh (pictured, right side)

Sustainable management of natural resources - 29 November 2011

Koji Omi, Founder and Chairman, Science
and Technology in Society forum (pictured)

Sir Harry Kroto, Florida State University,
1996 Nobel Prize in Chemistry (by video link)

John Anthony Allan, Professor Emeritus at
King's College London
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Is an oil free future possible? - 7 December 2010

Shai Agassi, Founder and CEO of ‘Better
Place’ (pictured right side)

Paul Crutzen, Max-Planck-Institute for
Chemistry, 1995 Nobel Prize in Chemistry

(pictured left side)

George Oláh, University of Southern
California, 1994 Nobel Prize in Chemistry

(by video link)

One web, free and open for all - 1 December 2009

Sir Tim Berners-Lee,

Director of the World Wide Web Consortium &

Founder of the World Wide Web Foundation

Meeting future energy demands and tackling climate change - 12 November 2008

Jeffrey Sachs, Director of the Earth Institute, University of
Columbia (by video link)

David Eyton, Group Vice-President on Technology BP
(pictured)

Jean-Pascal van Ypersele, Vice-Chair Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change
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The future of the brain - 27 November 2007

Susan Greenfield,

Director of the Institute for the Future of the Mind

Avoiding a web of confusion - Innovation in information technology -
21 November 2006

Phil Janson,

IBM Academy of Technology

Climate projections for the 21th century - 23 November 2005

Guy Brasseur,

Director of Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology, Hamburg, Germany
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New and old epidemic diseases - 24 November 2004

Rolf Zinkernagel,

University of Zurich, Switzerland, 1996 Nobel
Prize in Medicine

The coldest matter in the universe - 4 November 2003

Wolfgang Ketterle,

2001 Nobel Prize in Physics, Massacheusetts Institute of
Technology, USA

Risks and opportunities in the biotechnology era - 25 March 2003

Kary Mullis,

1993 Nobel Prize in Biochemistry
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STOA Panel members

Mairead McGUINNESS (EPP, IE)
EP Vice-President responsible for STOA

Paul RÜBIG (EPP, AT)
Chairman of STOA

Committee on Industry, Research and Energy
(ITRE)

Eva KAILI (S&D, EL)
First Vice-Chairman of STOA

Committee on Industry, Research and Energy
(ITRE)

Evžen TOŠENOVSKÝ (CZ, ECR)
Second Vice-Chairman of STOA

Committee on Industry, Research and Energy
(ITRE)
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Carlos COELHO (EPP, PT)
Committee on the Internal Market

and Consumer Protection
(IMCO)

Juan Carlos GIRAUTA VIDAL (ALDE, ES)
Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

(ITRE)

Danuta JAZŁOWIECKA (EPP, PL)
Committee on Employment and Social Affairs

(EMPL)

Bogusław LIBERADZKI (S&D, PL)
Committee on Transport and Tourism

(TRAN)
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Momchil NEKOV (S&D, BG)
Committee on Agriculture

and Rural Development
(AGRI)

Marijana PETIR (EPP, HR)
Committee on Agriculture

and Rural Development
(AGRI)

Georgi PIRINSKI (S&D, BG)
Committee on Employment and Social Affairs

(EMPL)

Virginie ROZIÈRE (S&D, FR)
Committee on the Internal Market

and Consumer Protection
(IMCO)

Claudia SCHMIDT (EPP, AT)
Committee on Transport and Tourism

(TRAN)
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STOA administration

European Parliament
Scientific Foresight Unit (STOA)
Directorate-General for Parliamentary Research Services (DG EPRS)
European Parliament
Rue Wiertz 60
B-1047 Brussels
E-mail: stoa@europarl.europa.eu

Director-General - Director-General
Anthony Teasdale

Acting Director
Joseph Dunne

Head of Unit - Scientific Foresight Unit (STOA)
Theo Karapiperis

Head of Service - STOA Secretariat
Zsolt Pataki

Head of Service - Scientific Foresight
Lieve Van Woensel

Administrators
Peter Ide-Kostic
Nera Kuljanic
Gianluca Quaglio – Seconded National Expert

Assistants
Serge Evrard
Rachel Manirambona
Damir Plese
Marie-Claire Uwizera
Anne Villers

Trainees
Geoff Archer
Darja Vrscaj



 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 


